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Meyer Products Introduces Telescoping Power Box™ Plow 
 The only box plow that will go to any length to get the snow   

 
CLEVELAND (April 11, 2016) – Once again Meyer Products shows they'll go to any length to help 
their customers take on the snow.  Meyer's versatile new Power Box Plow, which telescopes 
from 8' to 12' using in-cab controls, saves time and can be attached to almost any machine.  Its 
patented multipurpose design dramatically increases the functionality and maneuverability of 
containment plows while keeping the benefits of high performance power units. 
 
Meyer's Power Box Plow has adjustable left and right hydraulic wings that move to the 
operator's desired length, increasing maneuverability and easily clearing narrow areas or open 
lots and negotiating obstacles.  It attaches to skid steers, tractors and compact wheel loaders 
with a convenient free-floating mount, and flips over for more effective push and back drag of 
snow, mud, manure and more. 
 
Plastic-on-steel guides mean the Power Box Plow needs no greasing or maintenance, while its 
high density steel construction withstands almost any punishment.  The Power Box comes 
standard with a rubber cutting edge for quieter operation on multiple surfaces and free floats 
20° to follow the contour of uneven pavement and clear more snow.   
 
Meyer's revolutionary Power Box, which can move a wide variety of free-flowing materials, is 
one of the most adaptable plows on the market and its collapsed mode means safer transport.    
 
For more information visit https://www.meyerproducts.com/snow-plows/box-plow/power-box. 

  
Meyer Products LLC (www.meyerproducts.com) is a leading manufacturer of highly reliable 
snow and ice control systems.  Meyer’s product innovations and industry knowledge have been 
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improving transportation safety and convenience since the day we invented snowplows 90 years 
ago.  For more information, contact Meyer Products LLC, 18513 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
44112; Pete Robison at (216) 486-1313, robison@meyerproducts.com.  
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